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MUSIC LAW
BY AMY WEISS/ ON MARCH 22, 2021
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A recent legal dispute between singer-songwriter Tracy Chapman and rapper Nicki Minaj has
shed light on an interesting issue in the field of copyright and music: whether musical artists
“can be held liable for copyright infringement for works in progress” and whether “artists
need permission even to experiment in the studio.”1
In October 2018, Chapman sued Minaj in the United States District Court of the Central
District of California alleging copyright infringement of her song Baby Can I Hold You.2 Minaj
had been experimenting in a music studio on a remake of the song Sorry, which she originally
believed wasby Shelly Thunder but later discovered was actually a cover of Chapman’s
song.3 In order to publish a remake, Minaj would need to obtain a license from the copyright
owner.4 However, Chapman denied Minaj’s multiple requests to sample, forcing Minaj to

release her album without including Sorry.5 Mysteriously, the song somehow found its way
into the hands of DJ Flex, who then played the song on the radio, prompting this suit. 6
Copyright owners are granted exclusive rights to their works, including the right to prepare
derivative works.7 While a creator typically needs to obtain a license granting permission to
use original work from a copyright owner,8 there is a defense under Section 107 of the
Copyright Act known as the fair use doctrine.9 Fair use is meant to promote freedom of
expression “by permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain
circumstances.”10 To evaluate whether there is fair use, courts consider the following four
factors: (1) purpose and character of the use, (2) nature of the copyrighted work, (3) amount
and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole, and (4)
effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work. 11 This
doctrine is fairly fact-dependent and requires a case-by-case analysis taking in consideration
all of the surrounding circumstances.12
An important finding by the court was that the first factor, purpose and character of the use,
favored fair use.13 If Minaj had intended to release the song without a license, there would
have been no fair use.14 However, the court determined that Minaj’s purpose was simply
experimentation, which favors a finding of fair use, based on Minaj’s multiple requests for
licensure, removal of the unapproved song from her album, and express prohibition to DJ Flex
from playing any songs not on her album.15 The court was determined to ensure that artists
would still be allowed to experiment and sample as part of their creative process before
seeking licenses and feared that prohibiting such practices “would limit creativity and stifle
innovation within the music industry.”16
Overall, the court found that Minaj’s remake was fair use in this context,17 but the dispute was
not over yet. An interesting hitch is that Minaj allegedly was not the one who released her
remake to the public.18 The record shows that DJ Flex somehow “obtained a copy of Minaj’s
remake of Sorry and played it on the radio” and that Minaj denies sending the DJ a copy and
instead instructed him not to play any songs not on her album.19 However, the judge
permitted the case to go to trial to determine how the song really did get released. If Minaj
had released the song through other means or people, then she likely would not have been
able to claim fair use protection as she did from merely experimenting. Chapman and Minaj
ended up settling in February 2021, with Minaj paying Chapman $450,000.20
While it is important that artists are able to freely experiment and create, it is also important
to protect the artists who have already created their own original work. Chapman has never
previously authorized her songs to be sampled,21 and she is “reportedly on a ‘do not sample’
list of artists who do not give the rights to use their work.”22 She expressed her unwillingness
multiple times to Minaj that she did not want to grant permission.23 Minaj even released
tweets, now deleted, that appeared to ask her fans what she should do in this

situation, 24 which could be read into trying to pressure Chapman into granting Minaj rights.
Less than two days later, Sorry was released on the radio.25
Ultimately, the court protected musicians’ rights to experiment and prevented a chilling effect
on artists who would be deterred from creating and sampling songs. However, this protection
covers only those artists who do not then intentionally leak their sampled works without
permission. While everyone is choosing to accept that Sorry was not released by Minaj–or at
least is accepting settlement at this time–it will be important to see how both artists and
courts respond if similar situations arise in the future. In any case, artists should not be bullied
into allowing others to use their protected work against their expressed wishes.
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